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Self-Regulation


1. Agenda-setting
2. Problem-identification (Rules Drafting)
3. Decision Making
4. Implementation
5. Evaluation
Regulatory Agenda-Setting

1. Agenda-setting
   - What problems do we want to solve?
   - What kinds of changes are needed?

2. Problem identification (Rules making)
   
   Identify problems in such a way that they can be addressed by modifications of practices, based on discussion or research of the existing standards of conduct that are deemed to be relevant.
Rules Drafting (Problem Identification)

Dependent heavily on:

- Influence of government in agenda setting stage
- Crafting a solution that is an incremental change to existing practice
- Choosing the “best practice”
- Great volumes of technical research (which sometimes can be arbitrary or political)
- Feasibility – capabilities of government and private sector
Decision Making

Is the proposed course of action appropriate? Will industry follow the recommended practice? Will industry be difficult to monitor?

- **TSP conduct** - complex knowledge, dispersed behavior (Internet crosses international boundaries)

- **Continuum of public-private influence** - there is an inflection point where government regulation reaches balance with private sector through communication and negotiation.

Government must address whether self-regulation allows negative externalities to persist unchecked.
Implementation

- Self-auditing and reporting play an important role. These mechanisms work where they have a degree of formality and sophistication.
- Encourage voluntary compliance - Appeal to industry’s self-Interest in following best practices. Incentives and sanctions
- “Education” is an important part of implementation.
- “Education” can range from the publication of rules and “recommended practices on an association’s website, to rigorous certification processes involving extensive studying and testing.
Evaluation

• Private rule-making is radical departure because regulation is public in character
• Private & public resources are often inadequate
• Annual reports on audit/improvements are good
• Problems must not become too severe before action taken -- failures need to be corrected.
• Transparency important, but a smooth resolution of internal conflicts between public regulation and private self-regulation.
Path Ahead

• Address security vulnerabilities by gathering information and following up
• Rules, Decisions, Implementation, Evaluation
• Improve coordination with government representatives, WebTrust, ETSI, and other key stakeholders
• Receive moral support for industry efforts
• Follow up with mild reporting expectations